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Abstract: We examine the problem e(p(x)u’)‘+(q(x)u)’ - r(x)u = f(x) for 0 <x (1, p > 0, q > 0, r z 0; p, q, r 
and f in C2[0, 11, c in (0, 11, u(O) and u(1) given. Existence of a unique solution u and bounds on u and its 
derivatives are obtained. Using finite elements on an equidistant mesh of width h we generate a tridiagonal difference 
scheme which is shown to be uniformly second order accurate for this problem (i.e., the nodal errors are bounded by 
Ch2, where C is independent of h and c). With a natural choice of trial functions, uniform first order accuracy is 
obtained in the Lm(O, 1) norm. Using trial functions which interpolate linearly between the nodal values generated by 
the difference scheme gives uniform first order accuracy in the L'(0, 1) norm. 
1. Introduction 
We consider the following singularly perturbed boundary value problem in conservative form. 
Lu-~(pu’)‘+ (q~)‘-ru=f on (0, l), 
u(0) = ug, u(l) = ui (1.1) 
where c is a parameter in (0, 11, the functions p, q, Y, f lie in C*[O, l] and are independent of 6, 
p(x) > (x > 0, q(x) 2 fl> 0 and r(x) 2 0 on [0, 11, and ZQ,, ui are fixed constants. Under these 
assumptions L satisfies a maximum principle and (1.1) has a unique solution u(x) (see Section 
4). This solution has in general a boundary layer at x = 0 for c near 0. We are grateful to Dr. 
Alan Berger for pointing out to us that no assumption regarding the signs of p’(x) and q’(x) is 
necessary; see Section 4. 
In [9] we examined the case r = 0 in (1.1). The present paper uses similar analytical techniques 
(e.g., Petrov-Gale&in method and discretized Green’s functions) but is complicated by the fact 
that the discretized Green’s function can no longer be given in closed form. 
In [9] the relationship of our approach to earlier work by other authors is sketched. See [l] 
and [lo] and references therein for other methods for problems similar to (1.1). A useful 
discussion of uniform convergence (in the sense defined below) for difference schemes for 
singularly perturbed two-point boundary value problems is given in Doolan, Miller and Schilders 
L4. 
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As in O’Riordan [6] and Stynes and O’Riordan [9] we shall take piecewise constant approxi- 
mations j5, 4, ? and f of the functions p, q, r and f respectively. Our choices of test and trial 
functions in the Petrov-Galerkin finite element method is based on these approximations. With 
an appropriate choice of the approximations we show that on an equidistant mesh of width h a 
tridiagonal scheme is generated which is uniformly second order accurate (i.e., all nodal errors 
are bounded by Ch2, where here and throughout this paper C, which is sometimes subscripted, 
denotes a generic positive constant depending only on p, q, r, f, u,, and ui). It is noteworthy 
that the nodal error analysis presented here actually suggests a good choice for the approxima- 
tions (and hence for the difference scheme). 
We also prove that with a natural choice of trial functions uniform first order accuracy is 
obtained at all points in [0, 11, while using ‘hat’ functions as trial functions yields uniform first 
order accuracy in the L’(0, 1) sense. 
2. Generation of difference scheme using finite elements 
Let N be a positive integer. Divide [0, 11 into N subintervals, each of width h = l/N, by the 
nodes xi = ih, i = 0,. . . , N. 
Define the piecewise constant approximation p(x) of p(x) on [0, 11, by 
XE [xi-i, x,), i=l,..., N, 
, x= 1, 
where p, = i(p(~~-~) +p(x,)) f or each i. Piecewise constant approximations q, r” and f-of q, r 
and f respectively are defined analogously. 
The approximations p, 4, ?, f of Section 1 are related to j5, q, r” and fl In particular we set 
f(x) = f”( x) on [0, 11. We also set 
4(x)/F(x) =4”(x)/+) and F(x)&(x) =7(x)/q”(x) on [O,l]. (2.1) 
When 4 is defined in (2.3) below, (2.1) then specifies 7 and 7. 
We do not yet specify our trial functions { $+ }y=, beyond stating that each & satisfies 
&( xj) = 6i,j (Kronecker delta) for j = 0,. . . , N 
and has its support in the one or two subintervals containing xi. 
Each test function qk, k = 1,. . . , N - 1 is defined by 
N-l 
~jj$;( - 41); - FqI, = 0 on [0, l]^ , where [0, l]^ = U (xi, xi+i), 
J=o (2.2) 
+!J,(x;) = S,,, for j = 0,. . ., N, 
and has support in the one or two subintervals containing xk. Note that (2.1) enables each X/J,+ to
be computed explicitly. 
Let nt and n; denote the positive and nonpositive roots respectively of the quadratic 
equation 
cpin2 - 4in-7i=0 
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where the i subscript denotes the value taken on [xi-r, xi), i = 1,. . . , N. For each i define 
4i=4(xi)- {(xi- x, exP(n+(x - xi-J),/(L exP(n+(x-xl-,)))i} 
’ (4(xi) - q(xi-l))/h, (2.3) 
where 
(u, w)~ = IX’ U(X)W(X) dx. 
x1-1 
The reason for this choice of 4 will become clear in Section 8. 
In (2.3) clearly 0 < { . . . } < h, so 4, lies between q( xi_1) and q( xi). Thus 
p<q< C on [O,l]. (24 
We will use the notation 0( h’), i = 0, 1, 2 to denote a quantity bounded in absolute value by Ch’. 
The following estimates will be needed in our error analysis. 
We have for each i 
Iqim_4iI = 14(+Cxi-1 +xi))-4iI +Och2) 
= I{(x;-+h- x, exP(n+(x - x,-J),/(L exP(n+(x - x,-J>>,> 
’ (q(xi) - 4(xi-l))/h I +“(h2)- 
Now 
{...} =j-f((~~-+h-x)~, n+ exP(n+(x - xj-l)))i/(L exP(n+(x -xi,))),) 
+ $h2nt, 
on integrating by parts. Hence 14, - iji I < Ch2n’ + 0( h2). But a direct calculation gives 
0 < n+ < Cc-‘. Thus 
lql-&l < Ch2ce1, all i. (2.5) 
Using identities such as p = ( p/q) 4 and jj - 3 = (p/4)( Lj - q), it is now easy to show that 
o<c<p<c, o<r<c, (24 
( jj - j I < Ch2c-l, IF-71 <Ch2c-‘. (2.7) 
The trial space Sh is defined to be the span of { +,} and the test space Th to be the span of 
{ +,}. The Petrov-Galerkin approximation in Sh to u(x) is 
U”(x) = F I?(x;)$;(x), 0 <x < 1. 
i=0 
Here the Uh( xi) are determined from 
B,(Uh, qjj = (f, $J, j= l)...) N- 1, P-8) 
Eh(0) = 240, Uh(l) = 241 
where 
B,(u, w) = -(rpu’+qv, w’) - (FZJ, w), zJ,wEHl(O, 1) 
and 
(u, VV) = ~‘u(x)NJ(x) dx, u,w E L2(0, 1). 
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Lemma 2.1. The linear system of equations (2.8) has a unique solution. 
Proof. The (N - 1) X (N - 1) matrix R of the linear system (2.8) is tridiagonal since the & and 
qj each have support on two subintervals of [0, 11. A direct calculation shows that R is the 
negative of an M-matrix (see below). This implies that R is invertible, and moreover that the 
linear system (2.8) can be solved by tridiagonal decomposition (see [4, p.561 and take transposes). 
0 
To generate the coefficients in the difference scheme of (2.8) integrate by parts on each 
interval [xi-r, xi] to move all derivatives onto the test function I&,(X) and then use (2.2). For 
example, the coefficient of uj_t in (2.8) is 
B,(Gj-1, $j) = (~P~~)(x~-l)~ 
Written out explicitly, the difference scheme of (2.8) is 
ch-2 R;u~_~ [ + R;uj + R,?u,,~ ] =f;T(nfh, nJh) +f;+lT( -nj=,h, -n,,,h) 
where 
RF =pja(nJh, nyh), Rf =p,+p( -nT+,h, -nj,lh), 
+ R; = -R,:+l - Rj_l 
-h2c-‘[(jjj/j5j)G7(-nJh, -nJh) + (~j+l/~j+l)~+l~(n~+Ih, ny+,h)], 
(7(x, Y)=(x-y)/(e"-eY), 
7(x, Y) = [((ex-W> - k'- Wyl/(e"-eYL 
PI = (Pi/~ii>[4(xi) - 7(n+h, o>(9(xl) - 4(xi-l))l~ 
This form of RS is not (algebraically) what one gets by just using integrations by parts, as 
indicated above. We have rearranged RS into this form to demonstrate the diagonal dominance 
of R, which was needed in the proof of Lemma 2.1. 
3. The discretized Green’s function 
For e_ach Jo {l,..., N - l} we define a discretized Green’s function G,(x), 0 < x < 1. 
Let Lw = c( jw’)’ + (4~)’ - Tu for w E C2[0, 11, the derivatives being taken in the distribu- 
tional sense. 
Each Gj satisfies, in the distributional sense, 
z“G,(x) = e(pG,‘)‘(x) - (~G,:)(x) - (YG,)(x) = S(x - xj), 0 <x < 1, 
Gj(0) = G,(l) = 0, 
where 6( 0) is the Dirac S-distribution. 
(3.1) 
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In the classical sense each G, is defined 
GjE C[O> 11, 
G,(O) = G,(l) = 0, 
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G,” exists and is continuous on [0, l]^ , 
CPG,” - 4Gj’ - YGj = 0 on [ 0, l]^ , 
lim ej(x)G,!(x)- limep(~)G,!=6,,~ fori=l,...,N-1. 
x+x,+ X-*X; 
(3.2a) 
(3.2b) 
(3.2~) 
(3.2d) 
(3.2e) 
Lemma 3.1. (i) G, is well-defined and lies in Th; 
(ii) G, < 0 on [0, 11. 
Proof. For (i) we must show that unique coefficients (Ye (independent of x) exist such that 
G, = 1;:; (~~4~. 
Clearly (3.2a), (3.2b), (3.2~) and (3.2d) are satisfied for any choice of {LYE}. Then an easy 
calculation shows that (3.2e) is equivalent to 
N-l 
C CY~B~(+~, 4,) =c?,,~ for i=l,..., N-l. 
k=l 
(3.3) 
But the matrix of this system of linear equations is the transpose of the matrix R associated with 
(2.8), which from Lemma 2.1 is known to be invertible. Hence (3.3) has a unique solution {Q}. 
To prove (ii) we recall that R is the negative of an M-matrix. Consequently from (3.3) we have 
(Ye d 0 for k = 1,. . . , N - 1. 
From (2.2) computing +k explicitly gives # > 0 on [x,-r, xk+r], k = l,..., N - 1. Now 
Gj = cr:,‘ak$, yields G, < 0 on [0, 11. 0 
Lemma 3.2. 1 G,(x) 1 6 C for 0 < x < 1. 
Proof. Multiplying (3.1) by e-l exp( -K(x)/e), where K(x) = /:(,j(t)/jI~( t)) dt, yields 
-&(exp(-K(x)/e)F(x)G,‘(x)] =E-’ exp(-K(x)/<){F(x)C,(x)+S(x-x,)}, 
O<xdl. (3 *4) 
Since Gj < 0 on (0, 1) and PG,! can be extended to be continuous on [0, l]\ { x,} by (3.2e), we 
have that exp( - K/c)jG,’ is monotonically decreasing on [0, x,) and on (x,, 11. 
Hence for x E [0, xi) f’~ [0, lj- , 
exp( -~(x)/~)F(x)G,‘(x) <F(O)G,‘(O) 4 0 
which gives G,!(x) < 0, so G, is monotonically decreasing on [0, xi]_ A similar argument shows 
that Gi is monotonically increasing on [x,, 11. 
Hence 1 Gj(x) 1 4 - Gj(xj) for 0 < x < 1. From (3.2e), 
(pG,‘)(x,j) = -c-l + (pG,‘)(xf) > -6-l. (3.5) 
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K/c)jG,! is decreasing on [0, xj) 
exp(-E(x)/c)(B$)(xf >,exp(-K(xj)/~)(pGj’)(x~) for O<xcx,, 
> -6-l exp( -K(x/)/c) from (3.5). 
-Gj(Xj) = -Ju”G,~(x) dx 
< ~x’~-l(P(x))-’ exp{ -(K(xj) - K(x))/c) dx 
<C 
J 
x’r-l 
0 
exp( -k(xj - x)/c) dx, setting k = m&q/F > 0 
< c. 0 
Corollary 3.3. /i 1 G,‘(x) 1 dx < C. 
Proof. fo’ 1 G,‘(x) 1 dx = - /,“,Gj( x) dx + /x’,G,c( x) dx = - 2Gj( XJ < C. q 
Lemma 3.4. 1 G,‘(x) 1 < Cc-’ for x E [0, 11_ . 
Proof. Integrating (3.4) from x E [0, lp to 1 and solving gives 
G,!(X) = (rp(x))-‘{rp(l)G,!(l) exp( -(K(l) - K(x))/e) 
-exp(K(x)/r)/’ 
t=x 
exp(-E(t)/e)[F(t)Gj(t) +a(t-x,)] dt). 
(3-6) 
No_w integrate (3.6) from x = 0 to x = 1 then solve for G,!(l); using I Gj ) < C and exp{ -(E(t) 
- K(~))/c} < exp( -k( z - y)/c) for 0 <y < z < 1 yields I G,‘(l) I < Cc-’ easily. 
On using this bound in (3.6) the required result follows. 0 
Lemma 3.5. /i (G,“(x) ldx < Cc-*. 
Proof. Recall that G,!’ E C[O, 11_ while by (3.2e) G,: has in general a jump discontinuity at every 
node xi, i = 1,. . . , N - 1. Hence, using (3.2d), 
J,11 G,"(X) Idx= ~ Jx’ (EP,)-‘( q,Gi’(X) + FIGi IdX 
i=l X,-l 
+fg ( IG,'W - G;(x;) 18(x - xi)} dx. (3.7) 
i- 
The first term here is bounded by Cc-‘, using (2.4), (2.6), Lemma 3.2 and Corollary 3.3. 
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Using the observation of Section 2 that each & lies between q(~~_~) and 4(x,), we see that 
l4i+l- 4i I G Ch. Then j = ($/q)q gives 1 pi+, -pi ) < Ch. Using this, 0 < C G j and Lemma 
3.4 in (3.2e) gives 
Thus the second term in (3.7) is bounded 
(N - 2)Che-1 + Cc-’ < Cc-l. 
for i = j, 
for i=l, 
by 
cl 
., j-1, j+l,..., N-l. 
4. Existence and a priori estimates of u(x) 
The following theorem is obtained by an easy generalization of the results in [l, Section31. 
Theorem 4.1. In (1.1) let f be an function of x and E which is continuous for 0 < x < 1 for each 
e E (0, 11, with 
]f(x,c)]<C1(1+e-1exp(-C,x/6)) forO<xGl, O<eGl, 
where C,, C, are positive constants. Then (1.1) has a unique solution u(x) which satisfies 
)(d/dx)iu(x)]<C,(l+ePiexp(-C,x/c)) forO<x<l, O<e<l, i=O,l, 
(4.1) 
where C,, C, are positive constants. 
We shall also need the following asymptotic expansion of u(x). 
Theorem 4.2. For 0 <x < 1 set K(x) = /t(q(t)/p(t)) dt, M(x) = jt(r(t)/q(t)) dt. Then the 
solution u(x) of (1.1) satisfies 
u(x) = C, exp( -M(x)) exp( -K(x)/c) + W(x) + eR,(x), (4.2) 
where W(x) = (q(x))-’ exp(M(x)){ C, + /< exp(-M(t))f(t) dt}, the constants C,, C, are cho- 
sen so that 
u1= Ml))-' expWo)(G+ /lexp(-Wt))f(t) dt}, 
0 
uo = c, + (4(W’c,, 
and LA,(x) = g( ) x on (0, l), R,(O) = 0, R,(l) = ye(e), with g(x) independent of E and 1 yo( c) 1 
=S C. Moreover 
(R!)(x)1 <C,(l+c-‘exp(-C,x/c)) for O<xxl, O<c<l, i=O,l. (4.3) 
Proof. This is a standard argument in singular perturbation theory. See e.g. [8] or verify the result 
by substituting (4.2) into (1.1) and using Theorem 4.1. 0 
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5. A formula for the nodal error 
For each j E [l, . . . , N - 1) the nodal error at xj is 
24(X;) - E”(Xj) = ((u - P)(X), S(x -X1)) 
= u-iih, ~TGjj=B,(u-iih, G,). ( 
Now 
zc(iih, G,) = (f, G,), by (2.8) and Lemma 3.1 (i), 
(54 
= (Lu, G,) + (i-f, G,) = &(u, G,) + (f-f, Gj), 
where B,( u, w) = -(CPU + qu, w’) - (YU, IV), u,w E H’(0, 1). 
Hence (5.1) yields 
u(x~) -I” =B,(u, G,) -B,(u, Gj) + (r-r’, Gj) 
=(c(p-P)u’, G;)+((q-ij)u, G;)+((r-F)u, G,)+(f-j, G,). 
(5 4 
6. Estimating the nodal error 
The basic approach in Sections 6, 7 and 8 is to substitute (4.2) into (5.2) then estimate the 
resulting terms using the various bounds of Section 3. Towards this end we note that 
[X(p-j)=o(h2), (*(q-cj)=O(h2), JX(r-P)=O(h2), 
0 
?(f-f, = O(h2) Jo forO<x<l. 
rule error estimate. 
(6.1) 
This follows easily from the usual trapezoidal 
Consequently, integration by parts yields 
j(f-f, Gj) ( < Ch2(1, (GJ’ I) < Ch2 by Corollary 3.3. (6.2) 
On substituting the remainder term CR, for u in (5.2), each of the three resulting terms is 
0( h2). We demonstrate this for the first term only, the others being similar. 
(r’(p -p)R;, G,‘) = (c’( p -fi)R;, G,‘) + (c2(p -p)R;, G,‘). 
The second term is 0( h2) using (2.7) Corollary 3.3 and ( Rb 1 < Cc-* from (4.3). Integrating the 
first term by parts bounds it by 
Ch2(1, c2 ) (R;G,‘)’ 1) + 0( h2) 
using (6.1), (4.3) and Lemma 3.4. Now ( RFi!)’ = RbG,!’ + R’,‘G,‘. 
By (4.3) 1 Rd 1 < Cc-l. Then I Ri 1 < CE follows from LR, = g. Use Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 to 
get 0( h2) overall. 
It remains to estimate the expressions obtained when the first and second terms of (4.2) are 
substituted into (5.2); this is done in Sections 7 and 8 respectively. 
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7. The nodal error due to the boundary layer term 
In this section we replace u in (5.2) by C,exp( - M(x)) exp( - K(x)/E), the boundary layer 
term from (4.2), then estimate the three resulting terms. 
It is straightforward to show that 
((r - Y)C, exp( -M(x)) exp( -K(x)/c), Gj) = O(h2) (7 4 
using an argument similar to that given in Section 6 for ( c2( p - p)Rb, G,!). 
For the other two terms of (5.2), on substituting for u we obtain 
((q/p) - G?D>~ d-M) exd-W)W,!) 
-(c(P -li)dq, exp(-M) exd-VdG,‘). (7.2) 
The second of these two terms is bounded by Ch2 using again the line of argument of Section 
6. For the first term in (7.2) we note that 1 K(x) - K(x) 1 < Chx for 0 < x 6 1, which implies 
that Iexp(-K(x)/E)-exp(-K(x)/e)I <Ch for O<x<l. As [(q/p)-(q/F)) <Ch and 
/,‘exp( -M) I PG,’ I < C/l ( G,’ ( < C, (7.2) is therefore equal to 
(WP) - GVF), exd-W exp(-@)pG,‘) + 0(h2). (7.3) 
- - 
Now q/p = q/p and on integrating it is easy to derive the following trapezoidal rule type error 
estimates: 
IK(x)-K(x)1 <Ch2 forO<x<l, (7.4) 
IK(x,)--K(x,)I <Ch2xj fori=O,...,N. (7.5) 
Integrate by parts in (7.3) to get, using (3.4), 
(K-K) exp(-M) exp(-K/c)jG,‘): 
- O1(K- K)( -r/q) exp( -M) exp( -K/E)JG; dx 
J 
- O1(K-K) exp(-M)E-’ exp(-k/c){FG,+S(x-x,)} dx+O(h*). 
/ 
Of these three terms, the first two are easily seen-to be 0( h2) using (7.4), (7.5), Corollary 3.3 and 
Lemma 3.4. Using I Gj I < C and /&’ exp( - K/E) < C, the third term is bounded in absolute 
value by 
Ch2+ l(K-K)(xj) exp(-M(xj))CC’ exp(-K(xj)/e)I 
< Ch2 + Ch2xjce1 exp( -kxJc), k= n&VW), 
< Ch2. 
Thus the boundary layer term of (4.2) contributes 0( h2) to the nodal error. 
8. The nodal error due to the reduced solution W(x) 
To prove the nodal error u( xj) - Uh( xj) is 0( h2), it only remains to bound by Ch2 the terms 
obtained when u in (5.2) is replaced by the reduced solution W of (4.2). 
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We note immediately that ( E( p - F)W’, G,‘) is 0( h2) using arguments similar to those applied 
to ( e2( p - p)RA, G,!) in Section 6. The other terms in (5.2) are 
(q-4, WG;)+(r-7, WGj)=(q-ij, WG,‘)+(r+, WG,)+((F/‘q)(q^-g), WC,). 
(8.1) 
On integrating by parts, the second term here is bounded by Ch’/,’ I( WGj)’ 1 = Ch2 using 
1 Gj ] < C and 10’ ] G,! ( < C. For the third term, note that for each i we have I( r,/ij;) + n; 1 < CE, 
where n, was defined in Section 2. Combining this with ( 4 - ij I G Ch2c- ’ from (2.5) mems that 
(8.1) equals 
(q-4, WG,!)-(n-@-q), WGj)+O(h2), (8.2) 
where n- is the piecewise constant function equal to n; on [x;_~, x,), i = 1,. . . , N. 
Now integration by parts gives l(n-(q - q), WG,) I G Ch2/,’ [(n- WGj)’ 1 < Ch2 as /i ) G,: I < 
C andusing ]G,] <C and ]n;+r - n7 I < Ch to bound the &distributions in ( n -) ‘. Hence (8.2) 
equals 
(q-K W(G,‘- n-G,)) + 0(h2). (8.3) 
We now show that l(q-4, W(G,!-n-Gj)),I <Ch*(l, C-t IG,‘l)i for i=l,...,N. Then 
summing over i proves that (8.3) is 0( h2). 
Fix i E { 1,. . . , N} and let x E [x,_~, Xi]. Then W(x) = W(x,) + O(h), and, since ) q(x) - ij, 1 
< Ch is clear from Section 2, we have 
(q-!L J+‘(G,!- KG,)), = W(xi)(q - 4, G,! - n-G,), + Z,, 
where )Zi) <Ch2(1, C-t IG,‘l), (8.4) 
Now 
q(X) = q(Xi) + (X -Xi)(q(Xi) - q(xi-,1)/h + 0(h2), 
so (8.4) becomes 
W(Xi)JX’ {4(X;) + (X-Xi)(q(Xi) -4(xi-~))/‘-4i}{G,~(x)-~;G~(x)} dx+Zi* 
X,-I 
(8.5) 
From (3.2d) we have 
Gj(x) = d;exp(n;(x - x~_~)) + d’exp(n+(x - x,-r)) 
where d,* = d;*( i, h, 6). Thus 
G,/(x) - n;G,(x) = d’(n’ - n;) exp(n+(x -xi-r)) 
and we now see that the entire first term in (8.5) is zero due to the choice of 4, in (2.3). 
Combining (2.8), (4.2), (5.2) and Sections 6, 7, 8 proves 
Theorem 8.1. ) u(xj) - Uh(xj) ) 6 Ch2 forj = 0,. . ., N, where C is a constant that depends only on 
a, p, u,,, u1 and the C2 norms of p, q, r and f. 
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9. A uniform L” error bound 
For WE C[O, 11, set ]I WI], =maxoGtG1) w(t) I. D e me the finite element trial functions f’ 
{%>flo by 
EC/+ = 0 on [0, l]^ , c&(x;) = qj, j = 0 )...) N. 
Theorem 9.1. For this choice of trial functions 
IIu+?II,<Ch. 
Proof. For XE (x,-r, xi), i fixed, it is easy using (4.1) to see that ] z( u - Uh)(x) ] < C(1 + 
he-’ exp( - C,x/r)). Let u(x) = C,(2h + xi-l - x) + C,h exp( - Crox/~), where C, and C,, are 
positive constants yet to be specified. Then for C, sufficiently large and C,, sufficiently close to 
zero we have E(vf(u-Uh))(x)<O on (xi-t, xi), with ](u - Uh)(xk) I 6 Ch* < u(xk) for 
k = i - 1, i. Now the maximum principle [7, p.61 applied to z gives ](u - Uh)(x) ) G u(x) G Ch 
on [xi-r, xl]. 0 
10. A uniform L' error bound 
Set I] w ]I 1 = 10’ Iw(t) Idt for w E L’(0, 1). If instead of the trial functions of Section 9 we 
choose simpler trial functions which merely interpolate linearly between the iih( xi), Theorem 
10.2 below shows that we then get ]I u - iih I] r G Ch. 
Lemma 10.1 (Niijima [5, pp.190 - 1911). Suppose that 
(i) Cfio I U(xi) - Uh(Xi) I 6 C, 
(ii) /i I u’(t) ] dt < C. 
Then, if we define the trial functions { &} E. by 
$;‘= 0 on [O, l]^ , $,(x~)=S,,~ forj=O ,..., N, 
we have 11 u - Uh II 1 < Ch. 
Theorem 10.2. With the above choice of { & } Lo, 
IIu-UhIII<Ch. 
Proof. We simply verify the conditions of Lemma 10.1. First 
;_I u(xi> - Eh(xi) I < Ch2N= Ch < C. 
i=O 
Also, 
J01Iu’(t)ldt~C,~‘(l+~-‘exp(-C,x/e)) dx by(4.1) 
<c. 0 
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11. Other difference schemes 
Suppose now that instead of the specific 3, 4, 7 and f chosen in Section 2, we take any p, 4, r 
and f-satisfying ]p-ii] <Ch, 14-41 <Ch, ]r-?]<Chand If-fl<Ch on[O,l]withp, 
4, Y, f constant on each (xi-r, xi). Then using ] Gj ] < C, /i ] G,! ] < C and (4.1) in (5.2) shows 
quite easily that I u(x,) - Uh(x,) I < Ch for j = 0,. . . , N. Moreover it is clear that the results of 
Sections 9 and 10 will still hold. 
12. Numerical testing of the scheme of Section 2 
The difference scheme has been tested by Dr. Paul Farrell on several problems satisfying the 
hypotheses of Section 1, for various combinations of h and e. In all cases the results confirm 
Theorem 8.1. In particular Farrell [3] contains detailed results for the following two problems: 
(A) E((~+x’)u’)‘+((~-2x-x’)u)‘= -4(3x2-3x+l)((x-+)*+2), O<x<l, 
U(0) = -1, U(1) = 1. 
(B) e((1 + x2)2/) + ((2 - x’)f4)’ - ( cos x)u = -4(3x2 - 3x + l)((x - ;)” + 2j, 0 <x < 1 
u(0) = -1, U(l) = 1. 
The latter problem is from Doolan, Miller and Schilders [2, p.2321. 
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